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OptiExpert
Online

™

OptiExpert™ is designed to be accessed on desktop/laptop
computers through a web browser and on mobile and tablet
devices through the app. It makes best use of the available
screen space. The ‘Patient Records’ facility is not available in
OptiExpert™ online.
To access OptiExpert™ on your mobile/tablet device,
open your app store and search for ‘optiexpert’.

website: https://coopervision.com/practitioner/tools-and-calculators/optiexpert/optiexpert-web#/home
Click here
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Getting Started
1

2

3

4

Set security
question
and
password
Select your
country
and language
Agree to
Terms and
Conditions

Synchronize

OptiExpert™ synchronizes with CooperVision’s online product catalog. Your screen will
turn blue, with white dots in the center. Keep your device connected to the Internet.
It usually takes seconds, but can take a few minutes. If you’ve been waiting more than
three minutes, close OptiExpert™ down, quit and re-launch.
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Getting to know
next-generation
™
OptiExpert
The first time you run OptiExpert™, you’ll be taken through
some brief onboarding screens.
If OptiExpert™ didn’t previously synchronize with the online
catalog it will do that now.
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Smart Prescription
Calculator
Settings

Quickly calculate and evaluate myopic, hyperopic,
astigmatic and presbyopic prescriptions. OptiExpert™
Smart Prescription Calculator helps you select contact
lenses and save chair time.

OptiExpert™ can calculate sphere,
toric, multifocal or toric-multifocal

Function navigation

This is the first screen you see when you start up
OptiExpert™
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Smart Prescription Calculator
Entering a prescription
For sphere and toric prescriptions, the
calculation is for one eye. Use the Smart
Prescription Calculator twice if the patient
has a different prescription for each eye.
For multifocal and toric-multifocal
prescriptions, input for both eyes.
If you’re calculating for sphere or toric,
first select the eye using the Right
eye/Left eye buttons at the top.

For multifocal/toric-multifocal prescriptions,
select the patient’s near addition (Add) and
dominant eye. A second ‘card’ will now appear
to receive inputs for the patient’s other eye.
The Calculate button is inactive until this is
completed. This card will be partially in-view on
the right-hand side of the screen. Swipe to the
left to fully reveal the card and input values.
When the complete prescription has been
entered, tap the Calculate button.

As a minimum, enter a sphere value for the
first eye. An average Back Vertex Distance
(BVD) is already selected - but this can be
adjusted between 8-15mm. The Calculate
button will then be active.
If a cylinder (Cyl) value is selected, the
Calculate button will become inactive until
an axis value is selected.
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Smart Prescription Calculator
Results
Filter results by
modality and
lens type

Save to a
patient record

Tap on any
product for more
information

The results screen
shows all available and
appropriate contact
lenses. Daily disposable
products are displayed
first followed by reusables.
For some results, more
than one lens type may
be suitable.
Note: The results screen displays the back
vertex adjusted result. This allows the ECP
to use their own clinical judgement in making
their selection.
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For toric
products, this
allows further
adjustment of
the original
sphere and axis
input values.

Use + and – buttons to
refine sphere and axis.
Tap Save the Changes
and the prescription will
update automatically.

Note: For a small number of input prescriptions, more
than one recommendation of the same product/
product family may appear. Together with the
calculated result, this gives the ECP autonomy to use
their own clinical judgement as to which would be the
most suitable choice for their patient.
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Oxygen Profiles

A simple and effective tool to
help you start a conversation
with your patients about the
most suitable contact lens
material for their needs.
Oxygen Profiles contains
oxygen maps generated
through millions of
highly accurate thickness
measurements which are
then converted to Dk/t
values. They can be used to
demonstrate the differences
in oxygen transmissibility
between products of the
same prescription across a
range of materials.
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Select the lens
design for your
patient

Select the power
closest to the
prescription you
want to compare

You’ll see Oxygen
Profiles for up to four
products. This gives
you a direct visual
comparison of the
oxygen permeability
of each lens.
The values listed are
the average Dk/t
measurement across
the entire lens.
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Patient Records
Keeps track of patient recommendations.
Existing patients and patient records can be
retrieved or deleted and new patients can
be created.
You can create or save
a record from anywhere
in OptiExpert™ where
you see the disk icon.

Tap the ‘+’ icon to create
a new patient.
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Enter the patient’s name,
date of birth and gender.
Tap Save New Patient
when done.

Select an existing patient to see
and retrieve their available records.
Tap the trash icon next to any
patient or patient record to delete
from the database.
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Settings
Log out of the app
Tap for
settings

Synch to the most up-to-date
CooperVision product catalog.
OptiExpert™ automatically does
this every week. As long as the
app has been opened with an
active internet connection
Adjust country and language
settings

Change your password

If you log out of OptiExpert™, you will need to re-enter your password when you
next open the app. If you forget both your password and answer to your security
question, for security purposes there is no way to regain access to the app. You
should delete it and redownload.
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